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SHARING A COMMON AMBITION

The EXAKT power meter is the result of a close 
collaboration between two leaders : LOOK and SRM.

SRM developed in 1986 the first power meter, then 
democratized this technology by equipping the greatest 
champions and cyclists in search of true training precision.

LOOK invented in 1984 the first automatic pedal, 
revolutionizing the world of cycling. Continuing to evolve 
this technology in recent decades, LOOK pedals are a 
model of innovation and performance.

Imagine a totally integrated power meter, extremely 
accurate, reliable and ultra light !

The EXAKT power meter changes the rules and redefines 
the limits to enter in a world of precision, control and 
constant progression.





TENSION 9 to 18

BODY / CORPS

SPINDLE / AXE STEEL

CARBON

PLATFORM AREA / SURFACE D’APPUI

PLATFORM WIDTH / LARGEUR D'APPUI

Q FACTOR

64 mm

400 mm2

54,6 mm

STACK HEIGHT / HAUTEUR D'APPUI 11,9 mm

WEIGHT PEDAL / POIDS 155 g

WEIGHT PAIR + CLEATS / 
POIDS PAIRE + CALES 376 g

0 ° / 4,5 ° / 9 °FLOAT
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POWERFUL - LIGHT - RELIABLE

The carbon pedal body ensures an incomparable 
lightness and stifness. The contact surface is made 
with stainless steel material for optimum stability and 
power transfer.

The spindle, result of the most advanced development, 
receives all electronic components. It is assembled 
with  an oversized ball bearing and a needle bearing 
to ensure a better load distribution.
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CORRECT MEASUREMENT
IN THE CORRECT POSITION

The new EXAKT power meter uses the latest technical 
innovations we have developed.

Built with SRM’s experienced handcrafted precision, 
the EXAKT power meter pedal measures and transmits 
accurate and consistent power data for the performance 
driven cyclist.

Accurate, lighter, efficient : simply EXAKT.
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IPX6 Powerful water jets / 1 minute per square meter 
for at least 3 minutes Water volume : 100 litres per 
minute Pressure : 100 kPa at distance of 3 m.

IPX7 Immersion, up to 1 m depth Test duration : 30 
minutes.

DESIGNED TO FACE THE ELEMENTS

The pedal waterproofness has been the focus of 
attention thanks to the integration of new components 
- double seals system on the inside and end cap on 
the external - which guarantee the watertightness of 
the axle line.

Answering IPX6 / IPX7 * standard, the EXAKT will 
allow you to face the worst weather conditions.



PROGRESS AND PASSION

The greatest victories are the fruit of modest details, slight 
but steady progress.

The EXAKT allows you to measure every detail of your 
performance, to improve your training habits to help you 
discover your limits and progress constantly.

Equipped with dual Bluetooth L.E. and ANT + compatibility, 
the EXAKT gives you the choice to record, analyze and 
share your data.
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POWER

Independent of environmental factors, measuring the power 
output allows to manage your training effectively, to define 
your training zone and to follow precisely the evolution of 
your performances.

CADENCE

It is the number of pedal strokes you make in one minute. 
In other words, your speed of execution. Combined with the 
force you apply on the pedals it gives the power output.

TORQUE ANALYSIS

Measuring left and right torque for each pedal stroke to 
know maximum and minimum values as well as pedal stroke 
smoothness.

BALANCE

The balance function available on the DUAL version give 
you separate power from right and left leg. This is a gain of 
precision on the analysis of your performance.

Also measured : normalized power, torque effectiveness, 
intensity factor, training score stress,...
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100 HOURS OF AUTONOMY FOR AN
EXTENDED EXPERIENCE

Every detail has been thought and improved to ensure an 
even easier experience.

Lithium ion batteries provide a 100h battery life *

Charging your batteries has never been easier.

It is not necessary to take off your pedals, a simple magnetic 
connector can recharge your two pedals simultaneously to 
ensure unlimited performance.
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ANALYZE - COMPARE - SHARE

Track your day-to-day activities, set your goals, and 
drive the evolution of your performance from the 
measured data.

The SRM PC8 allows you to display values such as 
power, heart rate, speed, distance, location as well 
as training metrics such as Training Stress Score®, 
Normalized® power and Intensity Factor®.
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